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Safe Harbor
Disclaimer and Forward-Looking Statements
Statements in this presentation may constitute “forward-looking statements” under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. All
statements, other than statements of historical fact, that address activities, events or developments that we expect, believe or anticipate will
or may occur in the future, including statements related to plans, strategies and objectives of management, our business prospects, our
systems and technology, product innovation, and our competitive position, are forward-looking statements. The words “will,” “may,”
“believes,” “anticipates,” “thinks,” “expects,” “estimates,” “plans,” “intends,” and similar expressions are intended to identify forward-looking
statements. Forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from those
anticipated by these forward-looking statements. The inclusion of any statement in this communication does not constitute an admission by
ZeroFox or any other person that the events or circumstances described in such statement are material. In addition, new risks may emerge
from time to time and it is not possible for management to predict such risks or to assess the impact of such risks on our business or financial
results. Accordingly, future results may differ materially from historical results or from those discussed or implied by these forward-looking
statements. Given these risks and uncertainties, the reader should not place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements. These risks
and uncertainties include, but are not limited to, the following: our ability to recognize the anticipated benefits of the business combination;
defects, errors, or vulnerabilities in ZeroFox’s platform, the failure of ZeroFox’s platform to help customers minimize cyber attacks on their
assets, misuse of ZeroFox’s platform, or risks of product liability claims would harm ZeroFox’s reputation and adversely impact our business,
operating results, and financial condition; if ZeroFox’s platform offerings do not interoperate with our customers’ network and security
infrastructure, or with third-party products, websites or services, our results of operations may be harmed; we may not timely and
cost-effectively scale and adapt our existing technology to meet our customers’ performance and other requirements; our ability to introduce
new products and solutions and features is dependent on adequate research and development resources and our ability to successfully
complete acquisitions; our success depends, in part, on the integrity and scalability of our systems and infrastructure; we rely on third-party
cloud providers, such as Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Services, and Cloudflare, to host and operate our platform, and any disruption of or
interference with our use of these offerings may negatively affect our ability to maintain the performance and reliability of our platform which
could cause our business to suffer; we rely on software and services from other parties; ZeroFox has a history of losses, and we may not be
able to achieve or sustain profitability in the future; if organizations do not adopt cloud, and/or SaaS-delivered external cybersecurity
solutions that may be based on new and untested security concepts, our ability to grow our business and our results of operations may be
adversely affected; we have experienced rapid growth in recent periods, and if we do not manage our future growth, our business and results
of operations will be adversely affected;
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we face intense competition and could lose market share to our competitors, which could adversely affect our business, financial condition,
and results of operations; competitive pricing pressure may reduce revenue, gross profits, and adversely affect our financial results; adverse
general and industry-specific economic and market conditions and reductions in customer spending, in either the private or public sector,
including as a result of geopolitical uncertainty such as the ongoing conflict between Russia and Ukraine, may reduce demand for our
platform or products and solutions, which could harm our business, financial condition and results of operations; the COVID-19 pandemic
could adversely affect our business, operating results, and financial condition; if we fail to adapt to rapid technological change, evolving
industry standards and changing customer needs, requirements or preferences, our ability to remain competitive could be impaired; if we are
unable to maintain successful relationships with our channel partners, or if our channel partners fail to perform, our ability to market, sell and
distribute our platform will be limited, and our business, financial position and results of operations will be harmed; we target enterprise
customers and government organizations, and sales to these customers involve risks that may not be present or that are present to a lesser
extent with sales to smaller entities; historically, one U.S. government customer has accounted for a substantial portion of IDX’s revenues and
is expected to account for a substantial portion of our revenues following the business combination; we may need to raise additional capital
to maintain and expand our operations and invest in new solutions, which capital may not be available on terms acceptable to us, or at all,
and which could reduce our ability to compete and could harm our business; there may not be an active trading market for our common
stock, which may make it difficult to sell shares of our common stock; our common stock price may be volatile due to factors outside of our
control; the convertible notes issued in connection with the business combination may impact our financial results, result in the dilution of our
stockholders, create downward pressure on the price of our common stock, and restrict our ability to raise additional capital or take
advantage of future opportunities; we rely heavily on the services of our senior management team, and if we are not successful in attracting
or retaining senior management personnel, we may not be able to successfully implement our business strategy; and our management has
limited experience in operating a public company.
Additional information concerning these, and other risks, is described under “Risk Factors” in the Amendment No. 1 to registration statement
on Form S-1 filed on September 27, 2022. We expressly disclaim any obligation to update any of these forward-looking statements, except to
the extent required by applicable law.
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This presentation references non-GAAP financial measures, including non-GAAP gross profit, non-GAAP gross margin, non-GAAP subscription
gross profit and non-GAAP subscription gross margin. Non-GAAP financial measures should be considered in addition to, and not as a
substitute for, measures of financial performance prepared in accordance with GAAP. The use of these non-GAAP measures is limited as they
include and/or do not include certain items not included and/or included in the most directly comparable GAAP measure. You should be
aware that the Company's presentation of these measures may not be comparable to similarly-titled measures used by other companies.
Please refer to the Supplemental Financial Information section of this presentation for a reconciliation of the Non-GAAP financial measures
included in this presentation to the most directly comparable GAAP measures.
Market and Industry Data
Information contained in this presentation concerning the market and the industry in which we compete, including general expectations of
market opportunities and market sizes, are based on information from various third-party sources, publicly available information, various
industry publications, internal data and estimates, and assumptions made by us based on such sources and our knowledge of the external
cybersecurity market and data breach response market. Internal data and estimates are based upon information obtained from trade and
business organizations and other contacts in the markets in which we operate and our management’s understanding of industry conditions.
This information and any estimates provided herein involve numerous assumptions and limitations, and you are cautioned not to give undue
weight to such information. Third-party sources generally state that the information contained in such sources have been obtained from
sources believed to be reliable. Although we believe that such information is reliable, there can be no assurance as to the accuracy or
completeness of such information. Industry and market data could be wrong because of the method by which sources obtained their data
and because information cannot always be verified with complete certainty due to the limits on the availability and reliability of raw data, the
voluntary nature of the data gathering process and other limitations and uncertainties. We have not independently verified any third-party
information and each publication speaks as of its original publication date (and not as of the date of this presentation). In addition, we do not
know all of the assumptions regarding general economic conditions or growth that were used in preparing the forecasts from the sources
relied upon or cited herein. The industry in which we operate is subject to a high degree of uncertainty and risk. As a result, the estimates and
market and industry information provided in this presentation are subject to change.

Strategy, Vision &
Opportunity

ZeroFox Exposes, Disrupts
& Responds to Threats
Outside the Perimeter

ZeroFox At a Glance
Category leader in External
Cybersecurity
Protect enterprises from threats
outside the perimeter

Key Metrics
$85M

1H FY23
Revenue *

$61M
2Q23
ARR **

2,100

Total Customers
*Pro forma combined basis **ZeroFox stand-alone

Cloud-native SaaS platform combining
advanced analytics, threat intelligence,
adversary disruption and response
Large and growing enterprise customer
base across all major verticals

The Next Significant Cybersecurity Category
External

Edge
Internal

External
Cybersecurity
Cloud

Endpoint

Network
Identity

Email

Your assets live
beyond the
perimeter
…so do the
attackers

External Cyber Attacks Are Increasing

307%

600%

88%

Increase in account
takeover attacks over the
last 2 years

Increase in domain
security alerts year
over year

CISOs reported an
increase in external
attacks to their org

Source: ZeroFox Intelligence

Solving the External
Cybersecurity Problem Requires
a Platform-Based Approach

The ZeroFox External Cybersecurity Platform
ZeroFox Protection
> Brands
> Executives
> Individuals
> Domains
> Social Media
> Mobile Apps
> Credit Cards

ZeroFox Intelligence

ZeroFox Disruption

ZeroFox Response

> Impersonation Detection

> Cyber Threat Intelligence

> Domain Takedowns

> Incident Response

> Anti-Phishing Protection

> Physical Security Intelligence

> Social Inline Remediation & Takedowns

> Breach Notifications & Call Center Services

> Fraud Detection

> On Demand Investigations

> PII Takedowns

> Identity Protection & Restoration

> Dark Web Monitoring

> Dedicated Analysts

> Automated Blocking Actions

> Cyber Law & Insurance Collaboration

> Data Leakage Detection

> Dark Web Operatives

> Global Disruption Network

> 3rd Party Risk

> Intelligence Search & Feeds

> Internet Infrastructure

> Breach Intelligence

AI + HUMINT

OnWatch™
Managed Intelligence Service | Multiple Global 24 x 7 SOCs | Intelligence Experts | Alert Validation | Escalations | Support

Global Intelligence
from Internet

ZeroFox Artificial Intelligence
Collect

Process

Analyze

Alert

Disrupt

INTEGRATIONS
App Library (700+)
Intelligence

Analytics

SIEM & SOAR

AppITSM
Library
(700+)
Investigation

CTI Telemetry
Vulnerability & Risk

Endpoint & Network

Data Services
>
>

Raw Threat Data
Enriched Threat Data

Global Disruption
>
>

IOA/IOC Data Feeds
Black List Integrations

ZeroFox+IDX = Unified External Cybersecurity
ZeroFox

IDX

> Digital Risk Protection

> Breach Notification & Response

> Cyber Threat Intelligence

> Identity & Privacy Protection

> Adversary Disruption
> Incident Response

The ZeroFox External Cybersecurity Platform
ZeroFox Protection
> Brands

ZeroFox Intelligence

ZeroFox Disruption

ZeroFox Response

> Impersonation Detection

> Cyber Threat Intelligence

> Domain Takedowns

> Incident Response

> Anti-Phishing Protection

> Physical Security Intelligence

> Social Inline Remediation & Takedowns

> Fraud Detection

> On Demand Investigations

> Breach Notifications & Call Center
Services

> Dark Web Monitoring

> Dedicated Analysts

> PII Takedowns
> Automated Blocking Actions

> Social Media

> Data Leakage Detection

> Dark Web Operatives

> Identity Protection & Restoration

> Mobile Apps

> 3rd Party Risk

> Intelligence Search & Feeds

> Credit Cards

> Internet Infrastructure

> Breach Intelligence

> Executives

> Individuals
> Domains

> Global Disruption Network

> Cyber Law & Insurance
Collaboration

AI + HUMINT

OnWatch™
Managed Intelligence Service | Multiple Global 24 x 7 SOCs | Intelligence Experts | Alert Validation | Escalations | Support

Global Intelligence
from Internet

ZeroFox Artificial Intelligence
Collect

Process

Analyze

Alert

Disrupt

INTEGRATIONS
App Library (700+)
Intelligence

Analytics

SIEM & SOAR

AppITSM
Library
(700+)
Investigation

CTI Telemetry
Vulnerability & Risk

Endpoint & Network

Data Services
>
>

Raw Threat Data
Enriched Threat Data

Global Disruption
>
>

IOA/IOC Data Feeds
Black List Integrations

ZeroFox + IDX Synergies
> Accelerate Platform Roadmap
○
○

Accelerate multi-pillar external cybersecurity strategy
Leverage IDX large customer base and intelligence capabilities

> Accelerate Globalization
○
○

100% of IDX business is U.S.-based
Leverage ZeroFox’s international go-to-market capability

> Accelerate Revenue
○
○

Current ZeroFox customers have new best-of-breed capabilities and products
IDX customers require new protection capabilities

Revenue

Multiple
Growth
Drivers
Agenda
Land New Customers
Expand Existing Customers

International Expansion

Rapid Innovation

The ZeroFox Competitive Advantage

Unified External Cybersecurity

Protection

Intelligence

Disruption

Response

Why We Win
Best-in-class protection,
intelligence, disruption &
response

Rapid pace of
innovation

Breadth of
platform &
capabilities

Unrelenting focus
on our customers
and execution

Experience
& scale

Platform
Overview

Unified External
Cybersecurity
Platform
Cloud-native platform that
combines advanced analytics,
threat intelligence, adversary
disruption, and response

The ZeroFox External Cybersecurity Platform
ZeroFox Protection
> Brands
> Executives
> Individuals
> Domains
> Social Media
> Mobile Apps
> Credit Cards

ZeroFox Intelligence

ZeroFox Disruption

ZeroFox Response

> Impersonation Detection

> Cyber Threat Intelligence

> Domain Takedowns

> Incident Response

> Anti-Phishing Protection

> Physical Security Intelligence

> Social Inline Remediation & Takedowns

> Breach Notifications & Call Center Services

> Fraud Detection

> On Demand Investigations

> PII Takedowns

> Identity Protection & Restoration

> Dark Web Monitoring

> Dedicated Analysts

> Automated Blocking Actions

> Cyber Law & Insurance Collaboration

> Data Leakage Detection

> Dark Web Operatives

> Global Disruption Network

> 3rd Party Risk

> Intelligence Search & Feeds

> Internet Infrastructure

> Breach Intelligence

AI + HUMINT

OnWatch™
Managed Intelligence Service | Multiple Global 24 x 7 SOCs | Intelligence Experts | Alert Validation | Escalations | Support

Global Intelligence
from Internet

ZeroFox Artificial Intelligence
Collect

Process

Analyze

Alert

Disrupt

INTEGRATIONS
App Library (700+)
Intelligence

Analytics

SIEM & SOAR

AppITSM
Library
(700+)
Investigation

CTI Telemetry
Vulnerability & Risk

Endpoint & Network

Data Services
>
>

Raw Threat Data
Enriched Threat Data

Global Disruption
>
>

IOA/IOC Data Feeds
Black List Integrations

How It Works
01

Identify Key Assets
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Collect Intelligence

Brands & Products
Domains
Executives
Locations
Social Accounts
3rd Party Risk
Internet Infrastructure

Collect

03

02

Process

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

04

Analyze and Alert
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Surface web
Deep and dark web
Social media
Mobile apps
Botnets
Domains
Marketplaces

Disrupt and Respond

Machine Learning
Image Comparison
Sentiment Analysis
Deep Fake Analysis
Advanced Tradecraft
Linguistics
Unique Underground Access

Analyze
ZeroFox Artificial Intelligence

Alert

>
>
>
>
>
>

Takedowns
Adversary Disruption
Global Disruption Network
Investigation
Incident Response
Breach Response

Disrupt

Digital Risk Protection
Protection Across The Public Attack Surface

Cover Your External Assets
> Protect domains, executives and brands
across the surface, deep and dark web
Quickly Detect & Alert to New Threats
> AI-powered platform to detect hidden
threats with 24x7x365 SOC validation and
triage
Adversary Disruption & Takedowns
> Leverage a Global Disruption Network to
block fraud and dismantle infrastructure
CRITICAL ALERT

Dark Web Monitoring & Dark Ops

Gain Awareness of Attack Plans & Breaches, Directly Engage the Underground

Monitor the Dark Web Continuously
> AI and human intelligence collection
alerts to data leakage, attack chatter and
ransomware
Directly Engage the Criminal Underground
> AI-powered to detect hidden threats with
24x7x365 SOC validation and triage
Assessment of
OnDemand
Active Attack
Investigation Campaigns &
Actors

Conduct In-Depth, Custom Investigations
> Correlate threat data, research
campaigns, and investigate actors based
on your RFIs

Adversary Disruption

Remove Fraud at Scale & Disrupt Adversary Infrastructure

Take Down Malicious Content
> Quickly remove spoofed domains,
impersonations, offending content and more
Speed Time to Disruption
> Proactively disrupt attack infrastructure and
block access to offending content to
minimize exposure
Streamline Remediation Workflow
> Instantly share indicators with hundreds
of provider partners via Global Disruption
Network to scale response quickly
and easily

Cyber Threat Intelligence
Differentiated Data & Expertise to Reduce Risk

Investigate Petabytes of Threat Data &
Finished Intelligence
> AI and human intelligence collection
deliver context-rich threat data and
actionable intelligence reports
Integrate Unique Intel Into Your Tools
> Power up your security stack with
turn-key integrations that bring unique
insights to your security teams
On-Demand Intelligence Analysis
> Support better decision-making with
cyber, physical, and geopolitical
intelligence according to your PIRs

Physical Security Intelligence
Protect Your People & Worksites

Gain Situational Awareness of Critical Public
Safety Events
> Alert to violence, physical security incidents
and natural disasters affecting locations
Access Timely, Validated Intelligence
> Analysis, validation and context provided
for each alert by a team of expert PSI
analysts
Configure to Your Locations of Interest
> Defined location and radius configured for
cities, states, countries or street addresses

Breach Response

Rapidly Respond & Protect Impacted Parties

Deliver Timely and Compliant Breach
Notifications
> Rapidly notify impacted customers with
compliant digital or physical notifications
Provide Comprehensive Support
> Leverage live, US-based call center to help
bring breach victims peace of mind
Protect Breach Victims with Identity & Privacy
Monitoring
> Easily enroll and protect impacted
populations with SaaS-based platform

Outpacing Competitors with Rapid Innovation
> Delivered over 200 new platform features in 1H FY23
○ Intelligence Search, Global Intelligence Feeds, Requests for Information automation

> Key themes include:
○
○
○
○

Protection - enhancements to domain, social and impersonation protection
Intelligence - Intelligence Search enhancements and continuing to expand breadth
and depth of intelligence data
Disruption - continuous improvements to the speed and effectiveness of adversary
disruption capabilities
Response - further integration of ZeroFox & IDX platforms and increased automation

Driving Growth &
Go-To-Market

Channel First Go-To-Market
Global Channel Partner Program

(VARs, Distributors, MSSPs, OEM, Strategic Partners)

New Sales

New Customer Acquisition

Account Management
Renewals, Expansion

Sales Engineers
Direct Sales & Account Management segmented by
Named Accounts and Territories

Multiple
Growth
Drivers
Agenda
Land New Customers
Expand Existing Customers

International Expansion

Rapid Innovation

Land New Customers
> Expanding sales capacity
> Winning more large enterprise deals
> Increasing contribution from channel partners
> Increasing awareness and marketing

Expand Existing Customers
> Increasing number and types of assets protected and
takedown volumes

> Cross-sell additional platform capabilities
> Continue to invest in account management and customer
experience

International Expansion
> Expanding international
sales capacity

> Investing in channel

Rapid Innovation
> Continuous release of new features significantly expands
platform value

> Increases cross-sell and upsell capabilities
> Positively impacts customer experience

Case Study: Leading Aerospace

Agenda

Problem

> Manually managing threat intelligence, domain, mobile app,
digital and social media security challenges using
spreadsheets
> Challenges prioritizing alerts
> Legal team was handling remediation efforts manually with
security intelligence team

Use Cases

> Threat intelligence
> Domain Protection
> Executive Protection

> Dark Web Monitoring
> Social Media Monitoring
> Takedowns

Why ZeroFox

> Breadth of platform capabilities resulted in
customer foregoing POC and selecting ZeroFox

Result

> Significant new customer win

Case Study: Fortune 500 Bank

Agenda

Problem

> Initial concerns around executive and brand impersonations
> Significant growth in threats resulted in the need for an
increase in takedown volumes
> Bank also interested in adding threat intelligence to detect
more cyber threats as well as physical security threats

Use Cases

> Executive Protection
> Brand Protection
> Takedowns

> Threat Intelligence
> Physical Security Intelligence

Why ZeroFox

> Delivered high value with initial use case
> Vision and breadth of platform capabilities

Result

> 143% increase in Annual Contract Value

Case Study: Largest
Breach Response
Contract in History
> Millions of Federal Employees
Protected

U.S. Awards Identity-Protection Contract Following
OPM Breach
IDX lands contract to monitor risks for people whose data
were stolen

> Generates $83M in Annual Revenue
> Catalyst for Significant New Wins

$133M Initial
Contract

$460M
Extension

Next
Renewal

Program
Funded Through

2015

2018

2024

2027

Financial Highlights

Revenue Growth Driven by Subscription

26%
YoY
Growth

Growth in Breach Response

33%
YoY
Growth

ARR and Customer Growth

SUBSCRIPTION
OPM

Note: We define Annual Recurring Revenue (“ARR) as the annualized contractual value of all recurring revenue related to contracts in place at the end of the reporting date assuming
any contract is renewed on its existing terms. We continue to include ARR from customers whose term has expired within 90 days of the applicable measurement date for which we are
actively negotiating renewal. We define a customer as any entity that has entered into a distinct subscription agreement for access to the ZeroFox platform for which the term has not
ended or with which we are continuing to provide service and negotiating a renewal contract that expired within 90 days of the applicable measurement date. We do not consider our
channel partners as customers, and we treat managed service security providers, who may purchase our products on behalf of multiple companies, as a single customer.

ZeroFox Gross Margin

* See Supplemental Financial Information for GAAP to Non-GAAP reconciliation

IDX GAAP Gross Margin

Investing For Growth
Foundation for Scale & Future Operating Leverage

* See Supplemental Financial Information for GAAP to Non-GAAP reconciliation

IDX Profitability Profile

Q&A

Supplemental Financial
Information

Non-GAAP Financial Measures
In addition to our results determined in accordance with GAAP, we believe the following non-GAAP measures are useful in evaluating our
operating performance. We use the following non-GAAP financial information to evaluate our ongoing operations and for internal planning
and forecasting purposes. We believe that non-GAAP financial information, when taken collectively, may be helpful to investors because it
provides consistency and comparability with past financial performance by excluding certain items that may not be indicative of our
business, results of operations or outlook. However, non-GAAP financial information is presented for supplemental informational purposes
only, has limitations as an analytical tool, and should not be considered in isolation or as a substitute for financial information presented in
accordance with GAAP.
Other companies, including companies in our industry, may calculate similarly titled non-GAAP measures differently or may use other
measures to evaluate their performance, all of which could reduce the usefulness of our non-GAAP financial measures as tools for
comparison. For example, free cash flow is not a substitute for cash used in operating activities. Additionally, the utility of free cash flow as a
measure of our liquidity is limited as it does not represent the total increase or decrease in our cash balance for a given period.
A reconciliation is provided below for each non-GAAP financial measure to the most directly comparable financial measure stated in
accordance with GAAP. Investors are encouraged to review the related GAAP financial measures and the reconciliation of these non-GAAP
financial measures to their most directly comparable GAAP financial measures and not rely on any single financial measure to evaluate our
business.
Non-GAAP Gross Profit and Non-GAAP Gross Margin
We define non-GAAP gross profit and non-GAAP gross margin as GAAP gross profit and GAAP gross margin, respectively, excluding
stock-based compensation expense and amortization of acquired intangible assets. We believe non-GAAP gross profit and non-GAAP gross
margin provide our management and investors consistency and comparability with our past financial performance and facilitate
period-to-period comparisons of operations, as these measures eliminate the effects of certain variables unrelated to our overall operating
performance.
Non-GAAP Loss from Operations
We define non-GAAP loss from operations as GAAP loss from operations, excluding stock-based compensation expense, amortization of
acquired intangible assets, and public company offering costs. We believe non-GAAP loss from operations provide our management and
investors consistency and comparability with our past financial performance and facilitates period-to-period comparisons of operations, as
these measures eliminate the effects of certain variables unrelated to our overall operating performance.

ZeroFox Income Statement

ZeroFox Balance Sheet

ZeroFox Cash Flow Statement

ZeroFox GAAP to Non-GAAP Reconciliation

ZeroFox Key Business Metrics

IDX Income Statement

IDX Balance Sheet

IDX Cash Flow Statement

Shares Outstanding

Shares Outstanding - Detailed

Appendix

Senior Executive Team
James C. Foster
Founder, Chairman &
CEO

Renowned thought leader on cyber security
with 20+ years of experience and a dozen
published books. Previously founded Ciphent
(acquired by Accuvant/Optiv), Foundstone
(McAfee), & Guardent (Verisign)

TomKevin
KellyReardon
CEO,Chief
IDX Operating
Officer

Operational executive with over 25 years of
cyber security experience and multiple
successful exits

Mike Price
Chief Technology
Officer

Over 20 years of cyber security experience
with a focus on enterprise vulnerability,
risk, and application security systems

Scott O’Rourke
Chief Revenue Officer

Tim Bender
Chief Financial Officer

Over 20 years of strategic, financial and
operation planning experience with
technology growth companies. Previous IPO
experience at Vocus / Cision

John Prestridge
Chief Marketing Officer

Over 20 years of experience in enterprise sales and
▪ Senior enterprise marketing, product, and
sales leadership roles within the cyber security,
sales executive with decades of experience
technology and telecommunications industries.
in delivering results for B2B software
companies

